The following pieces have been accepted into the 2017 All Member Juried Exhibition:

Gwendolyn Ball, *Coffin*
Gwendolyn Ball, *The Hanged Man*
Angela Barker, *Wading Through*
Angela Barker, *Epiphany*
Marilynn Barr, *Ring of Fire*
Marilynn Barr, *The Upper Funnel of the Ear*
Todd Belcher, *Esther the Pig and Bailey the Dog*
Matt Carlson, *Life and Death*
Matt Carlson, *Untitled*
Sebastien Carpentier, *AVL*
Sebastien Carpentier, *GSO*
Hilary Clement, *Iguana*
Hilary Clement, *Sea Turtle*
Bill Clubb, *Day Dreaming*
Tee Dubose, *Ocean Beach San Diego*
Tatyana Dyakonov, *Sunset in Town*
Tatyana Dyakonov, *Le Entracte*
John D. Gall, *Where Dreams Come True*
John D. Gall, *The Last Performance*
Stan Gilliam, *Post Oak Leaves*
Stan Gilliam, *Black Gum Leaves*
Cherl Harrison, *The Unsinkable Molly*
Cherl Harrison, *Pink Power, Slow Boil*
Krystal J.F. Hart, *Perceived Promise*
Krystal J.F. Hart, *Out of Darkness into the Light*
Tommy Lambeth, *minuet: a deux*
Tommy Lambeth, *minuet: abdominal*
Brennen Lieske, *Blinders*
Brennen Lieske, *Warden*
Crystal Eadie Miller, *Diligence*
Crystal Eadie Miller, *Celestial Shore 1 & 2*
Diane Murray, *Mannequin #1*
Diane Murray, *Mannequin #2*
Molly O’Keeffe, *Opposite Reaction*
Molly O’Keeffe, *Water Fall*
Sally Donnell Rilee, *Blue & White Water Lily’s*
Sally Donnell Rilee, *Fall Lilly Pond at Dusk*
Mary Elizabeth Robinson, *Outlet*
Mary Elizabeth Robinson, *Body Prison*
Jonathan Rollins, *fl-AHH-g*
Jonathan Rollins, *+__ *__+*
Caleb Smallwood, *Smiling Gardener*
Caleb Smallwood, *Dehradun Worker*
Chris Snow, *Ritual Tree*
Chris Snow, *Chemical Prophet*
Jennifer Snow, *Chang III*
Jennifer Snow, *Butterflies*
Thomas Snow, *Loggerhead*
Thomas Snow, *Bark*
Paul Vincent, *Crossroads Able*
Paul Vincent, *Crossroads Baker*
Sam Wade, *Untitled*
Sam Wade, *Heartbreak and the Resolution There of*
Matt Zales, *Untitled, Sun and Moon Diptych*
Matt Zales, *Untitled, Night and Day*

*Opening Reception, Friday, June 23rd, 6-9pm*